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Abstract
Many ex/reg completions J : C → Cex/reg that arise in categorical realizabil-
ity and tripos theory admit left Kan extensions of arbitrary finitely continuous
functors to arbitrary exact categories. This paper identifies the property which
is responsible for these extensions: the functors are resolvent. Resolvency is
characteristic of toposes that are ex/reg completions of regular categories with
(weak) dependent products and generic monomorphisms. It also helps to char-
acterize the toposes that the tripos-to-topos construction produces.
Keywords: exact completion, topos, tripos, Kan extension, generic
monomorphism
2000 MSC: 18A22
The effective topos Eff is the ex/reg completion of the category of assemblies
Asm. This means that for each exact category E every regular functor Asm→ E
factors in an up to isomorphism unique way through a regular embedding Asm→
Eff. Although this is not always the case with ex/reg completions, functors
Asm → E which only preserve finite limits also factor through the embedding
Asm→ Eff. The reason is that the embedding is resolvent, a property this paper
defines and explains.
1. Introduction
Each regular category has two exact completions: the ex/lex completion I :
C → Cex/lex and the ex/reg completion J : C → Cex/reg. The ex/lex completion
is a free finitely continuous functor into an exact category, while the ex/reg
completion is a free regular functor into an exact category. The restriction
in freedom from the first to the second induces a unique regular functor K :
Cex/lex → Cex/reg which satisfies KI ≃ J .
The embedding J : Asm → Asmex/reg ≃ Eff is special because it is resolvent
(definition 7). Theorem 18 explains what this means:
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Theorem (18). For every regular category C, the following three conditions are
equivalent:
1. the functor J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent;
2. the canonical functor K : Cex/lex → Cex/reg has a right adjoint right inverse;
3. for each exact E, each finitely continuous functor F : C → E has a left Kan
extension along J : C → Cex/reg.
Thus finite limit preserving functors from Asm to exact E extend to finite
limit preserving functors Eff → E .
The causes of resolvency are the (weak) dependent products and the generic
monomorphisms of Asm. Weak dependent products in C make Cex/lex a locally
Cartesian closed category. The following notion helps to explain the role of the
generic monomorphism.
Definition 1. A monomorphism m of Cex/lex is open if m is right orthogonal
to Ie for each regular epimorphism e of C.
The generic monomorphism induces a classifier t : 1→ Ω for open monomor-
phisms. This object Ω is local, which means that Cex/lex(I−,Ω) is a sheaf for
the regular topology on C. Local objects form a subtopos S of Cex/lex, such that
I : C → Cex/lex factors through the embedding S → Cex/lex by a regular functor.
The right adjoint right inverse of K comes from the universal properties of the
functors I and J .
It is not hard to see that C has weak dependent products and a generic
monomorphism if J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent and if Cex/reg is a topos, so there
is an equivalence.
Theorem (48). For each regular category C the following are equivalent:
1. C has weak dependent products and a generic monomorphism;
2. Cex/reg is a topos and J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent.
Section 5.1 explores an important connection with tripos theory. The tripos-
to-topos construction turns each tripos T on each category with finite products
B into topos B[T ] together with a finitely continuous functor ∇ : B → B[T ]. The
topos B[T ] is the ex/reg completion of a regular full subcategory Asm(T ) (of T -
assemblies) which has weak dependent products and a generic monomorphism.
Morphisms of triposes induce finitely continuous functors between the toposes
they represent [see 6, 8, 15, 17] because the embedding Asm(T ) → B[T ] is
resolvent.
1.1. Related literature
The exact completion constructions which play an important role throughout
this paper come from Aurelio Carboni’s works [1–5].
This paper extends Mat´ıas Menni’s analysis of toposes that are exact com-
pletions [10–14]. Menni proved that the ex/reg completion of a locally Cartesian
closed category regular category with generic monomorphism is a topos. I show
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that weakly Cartesian closed works too and add a characterization of toposes
of this form.
It does not look like regular categories need a generic monomorphism to turn
their ex/reg completions into toposes, but I have not found an example.
Ex/reg completions play a role in the theory of realizability toposes, each
of which is an ex/reg completion of a locally Cartesian closed with a generic
monomorphism, like Hyland’s effective topos Eff [7, 17] is an ex/reg completion
of Asm. An alternative way to study these toposes is through tripos theory
[6, 8, 15, 17]. In fact the central idea in this paper–resolvent functors–connects
to the weakly complete objects of tripos theory.
I have only started to work out the connections with other constructions
of exact categories. If E is exact, then a resolvent embedding F : C → E
forces C to have weak finite limits. Therefore finite completeness probably is a
stronger than necessary assumption for several results in this paper. For another
example: let Fam(C) be the category of families in C (see example 11 for the
definition) and let E be a Grothendieck topos; a coproduct preserving resolvent
embedding Fam(C)→ E implies that E is the topos of sheaves for some coverage
on C. This is a reformulation of Giraud’s theorem.
2. Preliminaries
The major part of this paper concerns finitely complete categories and finitely
continuous functors between these categories, i.e. categories with finite limits
and functors that preserve those limits. Of these the regular and exact (finitely
complete) categories play a special role.
Remark 2. In this paper a category has certain limits and colimits, if there
are functors and natural transformations which provide limit cones and colimit
cocones. For small categories this is equivalent to the axiom of choice.
I regularly refer to regular epimorphisms e : X → Y as covers of Y . Exact
completions are ways to add quotient objects to a categories in order to make
them exact.
Definition 3. Let FC be the (2,1)-category of finitely complete categories,
finitely continuous functors and natural isomorphisms of functors. Let Reg
be the sub-(2,1)-category of regular categories and functors and let Ex be the
sub-(2,1)-category exact categories and regular functors. For each finitely com-
plete category C an ex/lex completion is an exact category Cex/lex with a finitely
continuous functor I : C → Cex/lex which induces an equivalence of groupoids
Ex(Cex/lex, E) → FC(C, E). For each regular D an ex/reg completion is an ex-
act category Dex/reg with a regular functor I : D → Dex/lex which induces an
equivalence of groupoids Ex(Cex/lex, E)→ Reg(C, E).
Several useful properties of completions follow.
Lemma 4. For every object X of Cex/lex there is an object X0 of C together with
a regular epimorphism cX : IX0 → X. Moreover, each regular epimorphism
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X → IY is split. For every object X of Cex/reg there is an object X0 of C
together with a regular epimorphism cX : JX0 → X.
Proof. See Carboni and Vitale [4].
3. Resolvent functors
Certain full subcategories of an exact category E allow the representation of
each object of E by a kind of generalized congruence called a pseudoequivalence
relation and each morphism by an equivalence class of morphisms of pseudoe-
quivalence relations. Since each finitely continuous functor F defined on this
subcategory preserves the representations and their equivalences, one can build
the left Kan extension of F to the whole category by sending a representation
R to the quotient of FR, provided that the codomain of F has enough quo-
tient objects. This section introduces and explains the required property of the
subcategory as a condition on the inclusion functor.
3.1. Pseudoequivalence relations
Pseudoequivalence relations are an important class of parallel pairs of arrows,
which have coequalizers in every exact category. They are also the workhorses
of this section.
Definition 5. A parallel pair of arrows (d0, d1) : X1 ⇒ X0 is a pseudoe-
quivalence relation or trivial bigroupoid if there are morphisms r : X0 → X1,
s : X1 → X1 and t : X1 ×X0 X1 → X1 which satisfy d0 ◦ r = d1 ◦ r = idX0 ,
(d0, d1) ◦ s = (d1, d0) ◦ s, (d0, d1) ◦ t = (d0 ◦ π0, d1 ◦ π1).
X0
r //
r

idX0
❇❇
❇
!!❇
❇❇
X1
d0

X1
d1
// X0
X1
s //
d0

d1
❇❇
❇
!!❇
❇❇
X1
⑤⑤
⑤
}}⑤⑤
⑤
d0

X0 X0
X1
d0

X1 ×X0 X1
pi0oo pi1 //
t

X1
d1

X0 X1
d0
oo
d1
// X0
A morphism of pseudoequivalence relations (X0, X1, d0, d1)→ (Y0, Y1, d
′
0, d
′
1)
is simply a pair of morphisms f0 : X0 → X0 and f1 : X1 → X1 such that
di ◦ f1 = f0 ◦ di for i = 0, 1.
X1
f1 //
di

X1
di

X0
f0
// X0
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Two parallel morphisms (f0, f1), (g0, g1) : (X0, X1, d0, d1) → (Y0, Y1, d
′
0, d
′
1)
are equivalent if there is a map η : X0 → Y1 such that (d
′
0, d
′
1) ◦ η = (f0, g0).
X0
f0 //
g0

η
❆❆
❆❆
  ❆
❆❆
Y0
Y0 Y1
d′0
OO
d′1
oo
Lemma 6. Exact categories have coequalizers for pseudoequivalence relations.
Morphisms of pseudoequivalence relations induce morphisms between coequaliz-
ers. Equivalent morphisms induce the equal morphisms of the coequalizers.
Proof. If (X0, X1, d0, d1) is a pseudoequivalence relation, then the image of
(d0, d1) : X1 → X0 × X0 is a congruence. This congruence has a coequal-
izer by exactness and the coequalizer of the congruence is the coequalizer of the
pseudoequivalence relation.
If (f0, f1) : (X0, X1, d0, d1) → (Y0, Y1, d
′
0, d
′
1) is a morphism, x : X0 → X is
the coequalizer of d0, d1 and if y : Y0 → Y is the coequalizer of d
′
0 and d
′
1, then
y ◦ f0 ◦ d0 = y ◦ d
′
0 ◦ f1 = y ◦ d
′
1 ◦ f1 = y ◦ f0 ◦ d1 and therefore y ◦ f0 factors
uniquely through x.
X1
f1

d0
//
d0 //
X0
f0

x // X

Y1
d′0
//
d′0 //
Y0 y
// Y
If η is an equivalence of (f0, f1) and (g0, g1), then f ◦x = y ◦f0 = y ◦d
′
0 ◦η =
y ◦ d′1 ◦ η = y ◦ g0 = g ◦ x. Since x is an epimorphism f = g.
Y0 y

Y1
d′0
>>⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥⑥
d′1   ❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆❆
❆
X0
ηoo
f0
OO
g0

x // X
f //
g
// Y
Y0
y
CC
3.2. Resolvent functors
This subsection introduces resolvent functors and should that if the inclusion
of a subcategory A of an exact category B is resolvent, then every object of B
is the equalizer of some pseudoequivalence relation in A.
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This subsection introduces the quality the inclusion of a subcategory of an
exact category must have, in order to represent every morphism as a morphism
of pseudoequivalence relations.
Definition 7. Let F : C → D be a arbitrary functor. For each object D of
D, a resolution is an object D0 of D and a morphism cD : FD0 → D with the
following two properties.
1. The morphism cD is the coequalizer of its own kernel pair.
2. For each morphism f : FC → D there is an f0 : C → D0 such that
f = cD ◦ f0.
FD0
cD

FC
f
//
Ff0
<<
D
A functor F : C → D is resolvent if each object D of D has a resolution.
Remark 8. I assume that there is a function f 7→ f0 such that f = cD ◦ If0 for
all f : IC → D for the purpose of constructing some functors below.
Example 9. In an ex/lex completion I : C → Cex/lex the functor I is resolvent
by lemma 4.
Example 10. The topos of sheaves Sh(H) over a complete Heyting algebra H
has a subcategory of subsheaves of constant sheaves, which I denote by Asm(H).
The inclusion Asm(H)→ Sh(H) is resolvent.
Example 11. Let C be a small regular category. Let Fam(C) be the category of
families in C. Objects in Fam(C) are pairs (I, f) where I is a set and f : I → C0
assigns an object of C to each member of I. A morphism (I, α) → (J, β) is
a function f : I → J together with a function φ : I → C1 which assigns a
morphism φ(i) : α(i)→ β(f(i)) to each i ∈ I. Because C is regular, Fam(C) is a
regular category and Fam(C)ex/reg is the topos Sh(C) of sheaves for the regular
topology of C. The embedding Fam(C) → Sh(C) is resolvent; for each sheaf
S : Cop → Set the resolution comes from the bundle
∐
X∈C0
SX → C0 of local
sections.
The resolvent embeddings are connected to the pseudoequivalence relations
in the following way.
Lemma 12. If C is finitely complete, D is regular and F : C → D is a resol-
vent embedding, then every object of D is the coequalizer of a pseudoequivalence
relation in C and morphisms of pseudoequivalence relations in C induce every
morphism of D.
Proof. For each object X of D a resolution cX : FX0 → X provides X0. The
resolution cX has a kernel pair (p, q) :W → FX0 and W has its own resolution
cW : FX1 → W . By fullness there is a parallel pair of arrows d0, d1 : X1 → X0
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such that Fd0 = p ◦ cW and Fd1 = q ◦ cW . The reader may check that these
form a pseudoequivalence relation.
Let d′0, d
′
1 : Y1 → Y0 be a pseudoequivalence relation and let cY : FY0 → Y
be the coequalizer of Fd′0 and Fd
′
1. For each morphism f : X → Y , f ◦ cX :
FX0 → Y factors through cY : FY0 → Y . Because f0 commutes with the
congruences determined by the kernel pairs, there is an f1 : X1 → Y1 which turns
(f0, f1) into a morphism of pseudoequivalence relations. Finally, if g0 : X0 → Y0
satisfies cY ◦ Ig0 = f ◦ cX , then (f0, g0) : FX0 → FY0 × FY0 factors through
(d′0, d
′
1) : FY1 → FY0 × FU0 inducing an equivalence.
Note that faithfulness makes the diagrams in C commute.
Definition 13. If F : C → D is a left exact functor, (X0, X1, d0, d1) is a
pseudoequivalence relation and cX : FX0 → X is a coequalizer of Fd0 and
Fd1, then (X1, X0, d1, d0) represents X . Similarly, if (f0, f1) is a morphism
(X0, X1, d0, d1) → (Y0, Y1, d
′
0, d
′
1), if cX : FX0 → X and cY : FY0 → Y are
coequalizers of d0, d1 and d
′
0, d
′
1 respectively, and if f ◦ cX = cY ◦ f0, then
(f0, f1) represents f .
3.3. Kan extensions
Resolvency is a variation of Freyd’s solution set condition. Instead of rights
adjoints, the condition induces left Kan extensions of certain functors. Through-
out this subsection C and D are finitely complete, F : C → D is a finitely
continuous resolvent full and faithful functor and E is exact.
Lemma 14. Every finitely continuous G : C → E has a left Kan extension F!(G)
along F . Moreover, the unit of the adjunction F! ⊣ F
∗ is a natural isomorphism.
Proof. Let (X1, X0, d1, d0) be a pseudoequivalence relation in C such that X
is the coequalizer of Fd0 and Fd1. The image (GX0, GX1, Gd1, Gd0) has a
coequalizer in E . So let F!(G)(X) = GX0/GX1 be this coequalizer. For any
morphism f : X → Y , there are morphisms of pseudoequivalence relations
(f0, f1) in C to represent it and (Gf0, Gf1) determines a unique morphism
F!(G)(X) → F!(Y ). Let F!(G)(f) be that morphism. Since equalities be-
tween morphisms lift to equivalences of morphisms of pseudoequivalences and
since equivalent morphisms of pseudoequivalences induce the same morphisms
of coequalizers, F!(G) preserves compositions and identities. Hence F!(G) is a
functor.
This functor is finitely continuous for reasons I only sketch here. Clearly,
F!(G) preserves the terminal object 1. There is a weak pullback construction
for pseudoequivalence relations which induces pullbacks of coequalizers. Finally,
idX : X → X makes sure that any two representation of the same object are
connected by pairs of morphisms of pseudoequivalence which are inverses up to
equivalence, so pullbacks commute with weak pullbacks up to equivalence.
Concerning the left Kan extension part: there is an isomorphism η : G →
F!(G)F because each object of C represents itself in a trivial way. Hence every
natural transformation F!(G)→ H induces a unique transformation G→ HF .
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The isomorphism η is the unit. Suppose H : D → E is a finitely continuous
functor and ν : G → HF some natural transformation. For each object X
and each resolution h : FX0 → X , Hh ◦ νX0 ◦ Gd0 = Hh ◦ Hd0 ◦ νX1 =
Hh ◦Hd1 ◦ νX1 = Hh ◦ νX0 ◦Gd1 and since F!(G)(X) is the coequalizer of Gd0
and Gd1 there is a unique morphism µX : F!(G)X → HX .
GX1
Gd0 //
Gd1

νX1
$$■
■■
■■
■■
■■
GX0
νX0
%%❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑

HFX1
HFd0 //
HFd1

HFX0
Hh

GX0
νX0 $$❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
❍❍
// F!(G)X
µX
%%❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
❑❑
HFX0
Hh
// HX
By generalization each natural transformation ν : G→ HF determines a unique
transformation µ : F!(G) → H . Uniqueness enforces the naturalness of µ.
Therefore F1(G) is the left Kan extension of G along F .
The left Kan extensions are finitely continuous functors which send reso-
lutions to regular epimorphisms. They do not always preserve other regular
epimorphisms. This is characteristic of functors which occur as left Kan exten-
sions.
Lemma 15. If H : D → E is finitely continuous, then the counit ǫH : F!(HF )→
H is an isomorphism if and only if H sends resolutions to regular epimorphisms.
Proof. If (X0, X1, d0, d1) is an arbitrary pseudoequivalence representingX , then
both H and F!(H) send X to the quotient HFX0/HFX1.
There is a converse.
Lemma 16. Let D be exact, let F : C → D be fully faithful and finitely contin-
uous and suppose that for each exact E, each finitely continuous G : C → E has
a left Kan extension F!(G) along F and that F!(G)F ≃ G. Then F is resolvent.
Proof. Define the category (F
։
D) as follows. The objects are regular epimor-
phisms e : FX → Y . A morphism e→ e′ is a morphism f : code→ code′ such
that f ◦ e factors through e′.
The category (F
։
D) is exact. Let G : C → (F
։
D) be the functor that
maps X to the trivial cover idFX : FX → FX . For each object X of D,
F!(G)X is a cover FX0 → X . If f : FY → X is any morphism, then F!(G)f :
F!(G)FY ≃ GY → F!(G)X forces f to factor through F!(G)X . Hence F!(G)(X)
is a resolution. By generalization F is a resolvent functor.
So in the specific case of finitely continuous embeddings into exact categories,
resolvency is equivalent to the property of admitting left Kan extensions.
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3.4. Ex/reg completions
There is an important connection between resolvency and the ex/lex com-
pletion. Let D be exact and let F : C → D be a finitely complete resolvent
embedding. Since F is finitely complete, there is an up-to-isomorphism-unique
regular functor K : Cex/lex → D such that KI ≃ F . Because F is resolvent, the
left Kan extension H = F!(I) : D → Cex/lex also exists. The functors K and H
are connected in the following way.
Lemma 17. There is an adjunction K ⊣ H. Moreover H is fully faithful.
Proof. Note that lemma 14 implies HF ≃ I. The functor idCex/reg sends resolu-
tions to regular epimorphisms because resolutions are regular epimorphisms.
For that reason, F!(F ) ≃ idD. Since K is regular, KH is also a functor
that sends resolutions to regular epimorphisms. Because KHJ ≃ KI ≃ J ,
J!(J) ≃ J!(KHJ) ≃ KH and KH ≃ idCex/reg . Conclusion: there is a canonical
isomorphism that serves as co-unit KH → idCex/reg .
In the other direction, HK does not preserve resolutions, but there is still
an isomorphism I → HKI with a transpose I!(I) ≃ idCex/lex → HK to serve as
unit of the adjunction. These natural transformations are the co-unit and unit
of and adjunction K ⊣ H . The functor H is fully faithful because the co-unit
of the adjunction is an isomorphism.
The following equivalence wraps this subsection up.
Theorem 18. Let D be exact and let F : C → D be a finitely complete embed-
ding. The following are equivalent:
1. the embedding F is resolvent;
2. the canonical functor K : Cex/lex → D has a right adjoint right inverse;
3. for each exact D, every finitely continuous functor G : C → D has a left
Kan extension F!(G) which satisfies F!(G)F ≃ G.
Proof. Lemma 14 gives 1→ 3. Lemma 16 gives 3→ 1. Lemma 17 gives 1 and
3→ 2. This leaves 2→ 1.
If H is a right adjoint right inverse of the canonical functor K : Cex/lex →
Cex/lex, consider for each object X of D a resolution cX : IX0 → HX . The
resolution cX has a transpose c
t
X : KIX0 ≃ FX0 → X . Each f : FY ≃
KIX → X in D has a transpose f t : IX → HX , which factors through cX .
Hence f factors through ctX . By generalization every object has a resolution
and F is resolvent.
The following section considers the special case that F is the ex/reg com-
pletion J : C → Cex/reg and that Cex/reg is a topos.
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4. Ex/reg toposes
The ex/reg completion Cex/reg of a locally Cartesian closed regular category
C is a topos if the category has a generic monomorphism, i.e. a monomorphism
of which every monomorphism is a pullback [10]. This section generalizes this
result to regular categories that are only weakly Cartesian closed and proves
that the generic monomorphism implies that J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent. This
leads to another equivalence (theorem 48): Cex/reg is a topos and C → Cex/reg is
resolvent in and only if C has weak dependent products and a generic monomor-
phism.
4.1. Weak dependent products
This subsection shows that when J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent, Cex/reg is
locally Cartesian closed if and only if C has weak dependent products.
Definition 19. Let C be an arbitrary finitely complete category. For each
f : X → Y in C, pullbacks along f determine the reindexing functor f∗ :
C/Y → C/X up to unique isomorphism. If this functor has a right adjoint∏
f : C/X → C/Y for each f , then C is locally Cartesian closed.
For each A of C/X , the object
∏
f (A) of C/Y is the dependent product of
A along f . The co-unit ǫA : f
∗(
∏
f (A)) → A has the property that for each
g : f∗(B)→ A there is a unique gt : B →
∏
f (A) such that ǫA ◦ f
∗(gt) = g.
A weak dependent product of A along f is an object Π˜f (A) together with
a morphism e : f∗(Π˜f (A)) → A such that for each morphism g : f
∗(B) → A,
there are g′ : B → Π˜f (A) such that e◦ f
∗(g′) = g. When C has weak dependent
products for each A along each f , C is weakly locally Cartesian closed.
The exact completions add quotients, which helps to construct dependent
products from weakly dependent products. Let C be a finitely complete category.
Lemma 20. The category C is weakly locally Cartesian closed if and only if
Cex/lex is locally Cartesian closed.
Proof. See Carboni and Rosolini [3].
Proposition 21. If C is regular and J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent, then C is
weakly locally Cartesian closed if and only if Cex/reg is locally Cartesian closed.
Proof. Let C be regular and let J : C → Cex/reg be resolvent. Because J is
resolvent, Cex/reg is a reflective subcategory of Cex/lex. If C is weakly locally
Cartesian closed, then Cex/reg inherits local Cartesian closure from Cex/lex. Next
let Cex/reg be locally Cartesian closed. For f : X → Y and A ∈ C/X , there is
a dependent product
∏
Jf (JA) of JA in Cex/reg/JX along Jf . This dependent
product has a resolution h : J(Π˜f (A)) →
∏
Jf (JA). Also, there is an e :
f∗(Π˜f (A))→ A, because ǫJA : (Jf)
∗(
∏
Jf (JA))→ JA composed with Jf
∗h is
in the image of the fully faithful J . These form a weak dependent product.
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Example 22. The category of families Fam(C) over any small finitely complete
category C–see example 11 for the definition–is weakly locally Cartesian closed,
because Fam(C)ex/lex is equivalent to the topos of presheaves Set
C
op
. Let Set→ be
the arrow category of the category of sets, and let C be the small subcategory of
Set→ whose objects are functions between subsets of the set of natural numbers
N. The exponential of ! : 2→ 1 and idN : N→ N (in Set
→) is ! : 2N → 1, which is
neither countable, nor a coproduct of countable morphisms. It therefore cannot
exist in Fam(C), so Fam(C) is not Cartesian closed, let alone locally Cartesian
closed. Note that Fam(C) is regular and that Fam(C)ex/reg is a topos too.
4.2. Open monomorphisms
For an object of all truth values in Cex/lex, C needs a generic proof [13]. This
paper shows what happens if we weaken this condition.
Definition 23. A generic monomorphism is a monomorphism of which every
monomorphism is a pullback.
Example 24. Like every topos, Set→ has a generic monomorphism, but its
ex/lex completion of Set→ has not [14, lemma 2.4].
The subsection shows that a generic monomorphism in C induces a classifier
of a class of monomorphism in Cex/lex, which I define with the help of the
following concept.
Definition 25 (Orthogonality). In any category C, a morphism e : A → B is
left orthogonal tom : C → D andm is right orthogonal to e, if for all f : A→ C
and g : B → D such that m ◦ f = g ◦ e there is a unique h : B → C such that
h ◦ e = f and m ◦ h = g.
A
f //
e

C
m

B g
//
h
>>
D
If C is finitely complete and if m : C → D in C is left orthogonal to e,
then so is the pullback of m along any morphism E → D. An important
example of orthogonality is that regular epimorphisms are left orthogonal to all
monomorphisms.
Definition 26. A open monomorphism in Cex/lex is a monomorphism m : V →
W which is right orthogonal to Ie for every regular epimorphism e : X → Y in
C.
The following characterization lemma shows that open monomorphisms lo-
cally are monomorphisms in C.
Lemma 27. If C is regular, then a monomorphism m : X → Y is open if and
only if pullbacks along regular epimorphisms e : IY0 → Y are isomorphic to
monomorphisms Im0 : IX0 → IY0 in the image of I.
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Proof. First assume that m : X → Y is open. Let m′ : X ′ → IY0 be the
pullback of m along pY : IY0 → Y and let e
′ : IX ′0 → X
′ be a cover of X ′.
There is an epimorphism e0 : X
′
0 → X0 and a monomorphism m0 : X0 → Y0
such that Im0 ◦ Ie0 = m
′ ◦ e′. Since pullback of m, m′ is open, so m′ is right
orthogonal to Ie0. Simultaneously, Im0 is right orthogonal to e
′ because Im0 is
a monomorphism and e′ is an epimorphism. For these reasons, there is a unique
isomorphism IX0 → X which commutes with m and Im0.
IX ′0
e′ //
Ie0

X ′ //
m′

y
X
m

IX0
Im0
//
≃
<<
IY0 pY
// Y
Next let m : X → Y be arbitrary, assume that Im0 : IX0 → IY0 is the
pullback of m along some cover pY : IY0 → Y and let pX : IX0 → X be the
pullback of pY along m. Let e : X
′ → Y ′ be a regular epimorphism in C and let
x : IX ′ → X , y : IY ′ → Y be morphisms that satisfy m ◦x = y ◦ Ie′. Since IY ′
is projective, e is a regular epimorphism and I is full, there are y0 : Y
′ → Y0
such that pY ◦ Iy0 = y. Since Im0 is the pullback of m along pY : IY0 → Y and
I is fully faithful, there is a unique x0 : X
′ → X0 such that pX ◦ Ix0 = x and
m0 ◦ x0 = y0 ◦ e. But m0 is right orthogonal to e0 which means that there is a
unique z0 : Y
′ → X0 such that z0 ◦ e = x0 and m0 ◦ z0 = y0. Hence z = pX ◦ Iz0
satisfies z ◦ Ie = x and m ◦ z = y.
IX ′
Ie

Ix0
//
x
,,IX0
Im0

pX
//
y
X
m

IY ′
Iy0 //
y
33
Iz0
<<
IY0
pY // Y
For each z′ : IY ′ → Y such that z′ ◦ Ie = x and m ◦ z′ = y, z′ ◦ Iy0
factors through the same Iz0, so z
′ = z and m is right orthogonal to Ie. By
generalization each monomorphismm : X → Y is open if and only if its pullback
along a cover pY : IY0 → Y is isomorphic to a monomorphism in the image of
I.
The next lemma connects open monomorphisms with codomain Z to open
morphisms whose codomains cover Z.
Lemma 28 (open descent). Let e : Y → Z be a regular epimorphism and let
p, q : X → Y be a kernel pair of e. If m : V → Y is an open monomorphism
whose pullbacks p∗(m), q∗(m) along p and q are isomorphic, then there is an up
12
to isomorphism unique open monomorphism n :W → Z such that m = e∗(n).
V //
m

y
W
n

Y e
// Z
Proof. The composite e ◦m : factors as a monomorphism n :W → Z following
a regular epimorphism e′ : V → W in an up to isomorphism unique way. Let
l : U → X be a pullback of m along q. Because l is also a pullback of m along p
there is a regular epimorphism p′ : U → V such that p ◦ l factors as m ◦ p′. The
composite p◦l is the pullback of e◦m = n◦e′, but because regular epimorphisms
an monomorphisms are both stable under pullback, p′ is a pullback of e′ and m
is a pullback of n as required.
To show that n is open, let cZ : IZ0 → Z be any regular epimorphism. Since
IZ0 is projective, there is a d : IZ0 → Y such that e ◦ d = cZ . A pullback of n
along cZ is a pullback of m along d, then therefore open. By lemma 27, n is an
open monomorphism.
Let C be a regular category with a generic monomorphism γ : E → P . The
rest of this subsection shows that Cex/lex has an open-subobject classifier, i.e. a
generic monomorphism t : 1→ Ω such that every open monomorphism X → Y
is the pullback of t along a unique morphism Y → Ω.
Definition 29. Let γ : E → P be a generic monomorphism in C. Because
Cex/lex is locally Cartesian closed and exact, there is a congruence ≡ ⊆ IP × IP
such that (f, g) : X → IP×IP factors through ≡ if and only if pullbacks f∗(Iγ)
of Iγ along f are pullbacks of Iγ along g. The congruence ≡ is the groupoid of
fibers of Iγ and their isomorphisms. Let Ω = IP/≡ and let cΩ be the quotient
map IP → Ω.
Lemma 30. There is an open-subobject classifier t : 1→ Ω.
Proof. The object E in C has a global section because id1 : 1→ 1 is a monomor-
phism. Meanwhile the congruence ≡ has the property that IE× IE is the pull-
back of Iγ and either projection π0 : ≡ → IP . The composition cΩ ◦ Iγ factors
as a monomorphism t : S → Ω following a regular epimorphism ! : IE → S.
This S is necessarily the support of IE and therefore a terminal object.
For X in C every open morphism m : W → IX is the pullback of t : 1→ Ω
along a unique morphism IX → Ω. The reason is that there are morphisms
χ : X → P such thatm ≃ χ∗(γ) and that if χ∗(γ) ≃ ψ∗(γ), then cΩ◦χ = cΩ◦ψ.
For other X in Cex/reg every open morphism m : W → X is the pullback of t :
1→ Ω along a unique morphism X → Ω, because X has a cover cX : IX0 → X
and the characteristic function of the pullback of m along cX factors through
cX .
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The following theorem generalizes the previous lemma and turns it into an
equivalence.
Theorem 31. If C is regular, then Cex/lex has a classifier of open subobjects if
and only if C has a generic monomorphism.
Proof. If C has a generic monomorphism then apply lemma 30.
Assume that Cex/lex has an open-subobject classifier t : 1→ Ω. Of course Ω
has a cover cΩ : IP → Ω and there is a monomorphism γ : E → P such that Iγ
is the pullback of t : 1 → Ω along q. For every monomorphism m : X → Y in
C, there is an f : IY → Ω such that Im is the pullback of t along k. Because
IY is projective and because I is fully faithful, there is a g : Y → P such that
q ◦ Ig = f . Hence m is the pullback of γ along g. By generalization γ is a
generic monomorphism.
4.3. Monadicity
In a topos E the power object functor P : E → E is monadic. If C is regular,
has weak dependent products and is a generic monomorphism, then the open-
subobject classifier t : 1 → Ω in Cex/lex induces something like a power object
functor Ω− : Copex/lex → Cex/lex. This subsection singles out a full subcategory
S of Cex/reg, such that Ω
− is a monadic functor Sop → S. Thanks to other
properties of Ω, this S is a topos.
Definition 32. For each object A, let ηA : A → Ω
ΩA be the unit of the
adjunction Ω− ⊣ Ω−. This transformation has the property that ΩηA ◦ ηΩA =
idΩA . In order to stop towers of Ω, let TA = Ω
ΩA . An object X of Cex/lex
is Stone if ηX is the equalizer of ηTX and TηX . The category S is the full
subcategory of Stone objects in Cex/lex.
I use the name ‘Stone’ because we can recover these objects from their objects
of open subobjects like we can recover Stone spaces from their lattices of open
subspaces. In order to proof a monadicity for Ω− and Stone objects, I use a
couple of properties of open monomorphisms and their classifier, which I haven’t
mentioned yet.
Definition 33. An object X in Cex/lex is discrete if the diagonal δ : X → X×X
is an open monomorphism.
Remark 34. The category of discrete objects in Cex/lex is a q-topos as in Frey [6].
There is a category of coarse objects among the discrete, which is a topos. These
coarse objects are precisely sheaves for the canonical topology of C in the ter-
minology of Menni [11]. The coming subsections determine the full subcategory
of these objects and prove that it is a topos.
Lemma 35. Open monomorphisms and their classifier have the following useful
properties.
1. For each object X and each open monomorphism m : Y → Z, mX : Y X →
ZX is open.
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2. For each object X, ΩX is discrete.
Proof. For (1) let m : Y → Z be an open monomorphism, let X be any object
and let cX : IX0 → X be a regular epimorphism. Let e : V → W be a regular
epimorphism of C. The morphism m is right orthogonal to Ie× idX because it
is right orthogonal to both Ie× idIX0 for being open, and to idW × cX for being
a monomorphism. Hence mX is right orthogonal to Ie. By generalization mX
is open whenever m is.
IV × IX0
Ie×id

id×cX // IV ×X //
Ie×id

Y
m

IV
e

// Y X
mX

IW × IX0
id×cX
//
11
IW ×X //
;;
Z IW //
==
ZX
For (2) let e : X → Y be a regular epimorphism in C and let f : IX → Ω and
(g, h) : IY → Ω × Ω be morphisms that satisfy Ie ◦ f = g = h. Since Ω is the
open-subobject classifier and open subobjects of IX and IY come from ordinary
subobjects of X and Y in C, g and h correspond to Ug, Uh ⊂ Y such that
e−1(Ug) = e
−1(Uh). Since the inverse image map of a regular epimorphism is
injective, Ug = Uh. Therefore g = h. This establishes that δ : Ω→ Ω×Ω is right
orthogonal to Ie. By generalization δ is open. By part 1, δX : ΩX → ΩX ×ΩX
is open too.
The category S is a topos because Ω− is a monadic functor Sop → S. The
following lemma shows that Ω− indeed lands in S. Therefore Ω− is is right
adjoint to (Ω−)op. The lemma after the next that proves that Ω− satisfies
another condition of Beck’s monadicity theorem [9, VI.7].
Lemma 36. For each object X of Cex/lex, Ω
X is Stone.
Proof. The morphisms ηΩX : Ω
X → TΩX , ηTΩX and TηΩX : TΩ
X → TTΩX
are a split equalizer for the following reasons. The maps ΩηX and ΩηTX satisfy
ΩηX ◦ηΩX = idΩX and TΩ
ηX ◦TηΩX = idTΩX . Naturalness makes ηTΩX ◦ηΩX =
TηΩX ◦ ηΩX and ηΩX ◦Ω
ηX = TΩηX ◦ ηTΩX . Split equalizers are absolute limits
and therefore Ω− sends them to split coequalizers. Hence ΩX is Stone.
Lemma 37 (Creating split coequalizers). Let h :W → X and f, g : X → Y be
in S. If Ωf and Ωg has a split coequalizer and f ◦ h = g ◦ h, then Ωh is a split
coequalizer of Ωf and Ωg if and only if h is the equalizer of f and g.
Proof. Firstly the ‘only if ’ direction: Y is a discrete object because it is a
subobject of TY = ΩΩ
Y
. If h is an equalizer of f and g, then h is open and
therefore composition with h on the left is a section of Ωh. So Ωh is a split
epimorphism, and Ωf ◦ Ωh = Ωg ◦ Ωh. It is easy to see that if Ωf and Ωg have
a split coequalizer, then it must equal Ωh.
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Secondly the ‘if ’ direction: ηW already is an equalizer of TηW and ηTW :
TW → TTW . The functor Ω− maps split coequalizers to split equalizers, so if
Ωh is a split coequalizer of Ωf and Ωg, then Th is a split equalizer of Tf and
Tg, i.e. there are morphisms h′ : TX → TW and f ′ : TY → TX such that
h′ ◦ Th = idTW , f
′ ◦ Tf = idTY and f
′ ◦ Tg = Th ◦ h′.
Suppose k : V → X satisfies f ◦ k and g ◦ k. Let k′ = h′ ◦ ηX ◦ k. The
following diagram shows that Th ◦ k′ = ηX ◦ k.
V
k //
k

X
ηX //
g

TX
h′ //
Tg

TW
Th

X f //
ηX !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ Y ηY
// TY f ′ // TX
TX
Tf
①①①
<<①①①①
id
55❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧❧
Using this equality the following diagram shows that TηW ◦ k
′ = ηTW ◦ k
′.
X
ηX //
ηX

TX
h′ //
ηTX

TW
ηTW

V
k′ !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉
k
==③③③③③③③③
TX TηX // TTX Th′ // TTW
TW
TηW
//
Th
OO
TTW
id
::ttttttttt
TTh
OO
Because ηW is the equalizer of TηW and ηTW , h
′ ◦ ηX ◦ k = ηW ◦α for a unique
α :W → V . It follows that ηX ◦ k = ηX ◦ h ◦ α as the following diagram shows.
X
ηX
##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋
V k′ //
k
==③③③③③③③③
α !!❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉❉
❉ TW Th
// TX
W
h
//
ηW
OO
X
ηX
OO
Because X is Stone ηX is a monomorphism. Hence k = h ◦α. Since each k that
satisfies f ◦ k = g ◦ k factors uniquely through h and f ◦ h = g ◦ h, h must be
the equalizer of f and g.
Theorem 38 (Monadicity). The functor Ω− : S → S is monadic. Therefore S
is a topos.
Proof. Monadicity follows from Beck’s monadicity theorem [9, VI.7].
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The definition of open en discrete here and in Taylor [16] are the same. An
object X of S is compact if tX : 1X → ΩX is open, and lemma 35 proves both.
Theorem 11.18 in Taylor [16] shows that S is a topos.
A practical description of Stone objects concludes this subsection.
Lemma 39. An object is Stone if and only if it is an open subobject of ΩX for
some X of C.
Proof. If S is Stone then ηS is open, because Ω
X are discrete for all X . The
object 1 is Stone because ! : T 1 → 1 is inverse to η1 : 1 → T 1 and that makes
η1 a split equalizer of Tη1 and ηT1. Since S is a full subcategory and a topos,
it contains t : 1→ Ω and all of its pullbacks.
The full subcategory S of Stone objects in Cex/lex is a topos. The next
subsections define a full subcategory L of local objects and prove that it is
equivalent to Cex/reg and equal to S.
4.4. Local objects
Split epimorphisms are the only regular epimorphisms that I : C → Cex/lex
preserves. Some objects of Cex/lex still treat regular epimorphisms from C as
regular epimorphisms. More precisely, if Cex/lex is locally small then the functor
Cex/lex(I−, X) : C
op → Set is a sheaf for the regular topology on C. This
subsection characterizes the objects with this property.
Definition 40 (Local isomorphisms). A monomorphism d : X → IY is a local
isomorphism, if there is a regular epimorphism d0 : X0 → Y in C such that Id0
factors through d.
Lemma 41 (Properties of local isomorphisms). Local isomorphisms are stable
under pullback (along morphisms in C) and left orthogonal to open monomor-
phisms. A monomorphism d : X → IY is a local isomorphism if and only if
there is a regular epimorphism e : Z → Y such that the pullback of d along Ie
is an isomorphism.
Proof. Let d : X → IY be a local isomorphism. In particular let d0 : X0 → Y
be a regular epimorphism in C and let c : IX0 → X satisfy d ◦ c = Id0.
Let h : W → Y be any morphism. A pullback h∗(d0) of d0 along h is
a regular epimorphism and Ih∗(d0) factors through any pullback Ih
∗(d) of d
along Ih, making Ih∗(d) a local isomorphism.
•

Ih∗(c) //
y
•
Ih∗(d)//

y
IW
Ih

IX0 c
// X
d
// IY
By generalization all local isomorphisms are stable under pullback.
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Let m : W → Z be an open monomorphism and suppose that x : X → W
and y : IY → Z satisfy y ◦ d = m ◦ x. In that case m ◦ x ◦ f = y ◦ d ◦ f = y ◦ Id0
and there is a unique z : IY0 → W such that z ◦ Id0 = x ◦ f and m ◦ z = y,
because m is open. Because Id0 = d ◦ f and f is an epimorphism, z ◦ d = x ◦ f .
Therefore d is left orthogonal to m. By generalization local isomorphisms are
left orthogonal to open monomorphisms.
IX0
f //
Id0
❊
""❊
❊❊
❊❊f

X
x //
id
②②
||②②
②②
②
W
m

X
d
// IY y
//
z
==
Z
If the pullback Ie∗(d) of d : X → IY along Ie : X → Y is an isomorphism,
then Ie factors through d, so it is a local isomorphism. On the other hand, if
d0 : X0 → Y is a regular epimorphism such that Id0 factors through d, then
the pullback Id∗0(d) of d along Id0 is a monic factor of the pullback Id
∗
0(Id0)
of Id0 along itself. Because Id
∗
0(Id0) is a split epimorphism, d must be an
isomorphism.
The following class of objects has the property that they treat local isomor-
phisms as isomorphisms.
Definition 42. An object X of Cex/lex is a local object, if for each local isomor-
phism m : Y → IZ each f : Y → X factors uniquely through m. Let L be full
subcategory of local objects in Cex/lex.
As the name suggests a local object X has the property that Cex/lex(I−, X)
is a sheaf for the regular topology of C if C is locally small. Local objects are
the ‘sheaves’ of Menni [11].
Lemma 43. The functor I : C → Cex/lex factors through L and I : C → L is a
resolvent regular functor.
Proof. Let’s first consider the relation between regular epimorphisms in C and
local objects in Cex/lex. Let e : X → Y be a regular epimorphism of C and let
p, q : W → X be a kernel pair in e. Note that Ie = d ◦ c where d : X ′ → IY is
a local isomorphism and c : IX → Y a regular epimorphism. For each object Z
and each morphism f : IX → Z, f ◦ Ip = f ◦ Iq if and only if there is a unique
g : Y ′ → Z such that g ◦ c = f . If Z is local, then g factors uniquely through d.
IW
Ip //
Iq
// IX
Ie
++
c
//
f !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ X
′
d
//
g

IY
}}
Z
On the other hand, if Z has the property that for each coequalizer fork
p, q :W → X , e : X → Y in C each f : IX → Z such that f ◦ Ip = f ◦ Iq factors
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through IY , then Z is a local object. The reason is that if d : X ′ → IY is a
local isomorphism and if c : IX → X ′ is a regular epimorphism, then d ◦ c = Ie
for some regular epimorphism e : X → Y , because I is fully faithful and there
is some regular epimorphism d0 : X0 → Y such that Id0 factors through Ie.
For each g : X ′ → IY , let f = g ◦ c. For any kernal pair p, q : W → X of e,
f ◦ Ip = f ◦ Iq. Therefore f factors uniquely through e and g factors uniquely
through d.
For X ∈ C, IX is local because I is fully faithful. Local objects are closed
under finite limits because they are right orthogonal, so I remains finitely con-
tinuous. The functor I : C → L it regular because it preserves coequalizers. The
resolutions cX : IX0 → X are morphisms in L, hence I is still resolvent.
The following corollary of this lemma shows that L is close to Cex/reg even
if C is an ordinary regular category.
Corollary 44. If L is exact, then L ≃ Cex/reg.
Proof. Let F : C → E be a regular functor to an exact category. There is an
up to isomorphism unique finitely continuous functor I!(F ) : L → E such that
I!(F )I ≃ F , because I is resolvent. If e : X → Y is a regular epimorphism
in L, then for each resolution cY : IY0 → Y there is a regular epimorphism
e0 : X0 → Y0 and a map cX : IX0 → X such that e ◦ cX = cY ◦ Ie0. This
functor I!(F ) sends resolutions to regular epimorphisms and I!(F )Ie = Fe is
a regular epimorphism, so I!(F )e ◦ I!(F )cX = I!(F )cY ◦ I!(F )Ie0 is a regular
epimorphism and that makes I!(F )e a regular epimorphism too. Hence I!(F ) is
a regular functor. If L is exact, then it satisfies the universal property of Cex/reg
and hence the categories are equivalent.
The next lemma characterizes the members of L.
Lemma 45. An object X of Cex/lex is a local object if and only if it is an open
subobject of ΩY for some Y of Cex/lex.
Proof. Let’s start with the ‘only if ’ direction. If X is a local object, then every
monomorphismm : X → Y is open for the following reasons. Let e :W → Z be
a regular epimorphism in C, let f : IW → X , g : IZ → Y satisfy g ◦ Ie = m ◦ f .
Because Cex/lex is regular Ie = n ◦ p, with n : V → IZ a local isomorphism
and p : IW → V a regular epimorphism. Since regular epimorphisms are
left orthogonal to monomorphisms, there is a unique map h : V → X such that
h◦p = f andm◦h = g◦n. SinceX is a local object, there is a unique k : IZ → X
such that k ◦ n = h and m ◦ k = g. Since this gives a unique factorization for
every regular epimorphism e of C, m is an open monomorphism.
IW
p //
f

V
n //
h
}}
IZ
g

k
vv
X m
// Y
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This property implies that the diagonal X → X ×X of every local object is
open, which makes the singleton map {·} : X → ΩX a monomorphism, which in
turn is also open. Hence every local object is an open subobject of local object.
The ‘if ’ direction starts with Ω itself. Suppose d : X → IY is a local
isomorphism and that u : X → Ω is some morphism. Let m : U → X be a
pullback of t : 1 → Ω along u. This is the pullback of some monomorphism
In : IV → IY for the following reasons.
Let cX : IX0 → IY be a cover of X0. The proof of lemma 43 shows that
d ◦ cX = Ib where b is a regular epimorphism. The pullback of m along cX
is some Im0, where m0 : U0 → X0 is a monomorphism in C. Because C is
regular, b ◦m0 = n ◦ a0 for some monomorphism n : V → Y and some regular
epimorphism a0 : U0 → V . Let cU : IU0 → U be the pullback of cX along
m. Then d ◦m ◦ cU = Ib ◦ Im0 = In ◦ Ia0 and because cU is left orthogonal
to In, there is a unique a : U → IV such that In ◦ a = d ◦ m–making a a
monomorphism–and a ◦ cU = Ia0–making a a local isomorphism.
IU0
Im0

cU
//
Ia0
++
y
U a
//
m

IV
In

IX0
cX //
Ib
33X
d // IY
The monomorphism In is open and In ◦ a = d ◦m. The next part of this
proof shows that m is the pullback of In.
Let W be an arbitrary object of Cex/lex and let p : W → X and q :W → IV
satisfy d◦p = In◦ q. There is a cover cW : IW0 →W . Let a
′ : Z → IW0 be the
pullback of a along q ◦ cW and let q
′ : Z → U be the pullback of q ◦ cW along a.
The following diagram shows d ◦ m ◦ q′ = d ◦ p ◦ cW ◦ a
′ and since d is a
monomorphism, this means m ◦ q′ = p ◦ cW ◦ a
′. The local isomorphism a′ is
left orthogonal to m, so there is a unique h : IW0 → U such that h◦a
′ = q′ and
m ◦ h = p ◦ cW . Being regular epimorphism, cW is left orthogonal to m too, so
there a unique k :W → U such that m ◦ k = p and k ◦ cW = h.
Z
q′ //
a′

U
m //
a

X
d

IW0 cW
//
h
66
W
q
//
p
!!❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇❇
❇
k
==
IV
In
// IY
X
d
==④④④④④④④④
id
@@
The following diagram show that In ◦ a ◦ k = In ◦ q and since In is a
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monomorphism, this means ak = q.
U
m

a // IV
In

W
k
==④④④④④④④④
p
//
q !!❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈❈
❈ X d
// IY
IV
In
==③③③③③③③③
id
@@
Thus (p, q) factors uniquely through (m, a). By generalization the latter is
a pullback cone for (In, d). The open monomorphism In is the pullback of
t : 1→ Ω along some v : IV ◦Ω and v ◦ d = u, because the pullback of In along
d is m. Therefore Ω is a local object.
Proving that other objects are local is easier now. For eachX of C the functor
−× IX preserves local isomorphisms. Hence −IX preserves local objects.
Let m : X → Y be an open monomorphism and let Y be local. Let d :W →
IZ be a local isomorphism and let x : W → X be any morphism. Because Y
is local, there is a unique y : IZ → Y such that y ◦ d = m ◦ x. Since d is left
orthogonal to m, there is a unique z : Z → X such that z ◦d = x and m◦d = y.
By generalization open subobjects of local object are local objects.
W
d

x // X
m

IZ y
//
z
==
Y
Each object X of Cex/lex has a cover cX : IX0 → X which is the coequalizer
of some pseudo-equivalence relation s, t : X1 → X0 in C. The functor Ω
− sends
coequalizers to equalizers, so ΩcX : ΩX → ΩIX0 is the equalizer of Ωs and Ωt.
Since ΩX1 is discrete, ΩcX is an open monomorphism.
So ΩX and every open subobject of ΩX is local.
4.5. Equivalence
The previous two subsections prove the following coincidence.
Lemma 46. An object of Cex/lex is local if and only if it is Stone.
Proof. Lemmas 39 and 45 both establish an equivalence with the category of
open subobjects of ΩX for arbitrary X .
This coincidence has the following consequence for the ex/reg completion.
Lemma 47. The exact category Cex/reg is a topos and J : C → Cex/reg is
resolvent.
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Proof. Because L ∼= S and S is a topos, L is exact, and hence equivalent to
Cex/reg, which is therefore also a topos by corollary 44. The equivalence connects
J : C → Cex/reg to I : C → L, which is resolvent by lemma 43.
Let X be any object of Cex/reg. The object HX has a cover cX : IX0 → HX
where IX0 is projective. It follows that KcX : KIX0 ≃ JX0 → KH ≃ X is a
resolution.
This section therefore concludes as follows.
Theorem 48. For each regular C the following are equivalent:
• C is weakly locally Cartesian closed and has a generic monomorphism;
• Cex/reg is a topos and J : C → Cex/reg is resolvent.
Proof. The previous lemma combined with theorem 18, proposition 21 and the-
orem 31 prove this.
5. Tripos theory
This section demonstrates that resolvent functors play an important role
in tripos theory. Toposes constructed from triposes are examples of ex/reg
completions of regular categories with weak dependent products and a generic
monomorphism thank to resolvent functors.
5.1. Triposes
Triposes are first order hyperdoctrines with some added structure. First
order hyperdoctrines assign a ‘Heyting algebra of subobjects’ to each object in
a category of ‘types’ and add some maps between the Heyting algebra for the
purpose of interpreting quantification over those types. Triposes permit higher
order quantification, because every type has an ‘intensional power type’.
Definition 49. A tripos is a presheaf T on a category B that has finite products,
with the following properties.
1. The presheaf T is an internal Heyting algebra of the category of presheaves,
i.e. for each f : X → Y , TX and TY are Heyting algebras and Tf : TY →
TX is a morphisms of Heyting algebras.
2. For each f : X → Y of B, Tf has both adjoints ∃f ⊣ Tf ⊣ ∀f relative
to the ordering of the Heyting algebras TX and TY . These adjoints are
stable under products, i.e. for all f : A→ B and g : C → D in B,
∃f×idC ◦ T (idA × g) = T (idB × g) ◦ ∃f×idD
3. For each object X of B there is an object πX of B and a generic predicate
ǫX ∈ T (πX ×X). Here, ‘ǫX is a generic predicate’ means that for each
object Y and each α ∈ T (Y ×X) there is a map a : Y → πX such that
T (a× idX)(ǫX) = α.
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‘Tripos’ stands for topos representing indexed partially ordered set. For each
tripos T : Bop → Set, ‘T -valued partial equivalence relations’ represent quotients
of subobjects of triposes and ‘T -valued functional relations’ represent morphisms
between quotients of subobjects. Thanks to the presence of ‘weak power types’
in the form of generic predicates, a tripos represents a topos.
Definition 50. The set T (X × Y ) is like a set of relations between X and Y .
In order to manipulate these relations, I introduce the following operations.
• Composition of T -valued relations is defined as follows. Let e ∈ T (X×Y )
and f ∈ T (Y × Z), let π02(x, y, z) = (x, z), π12(z, x, y) = (y, z) and
π01(x, y, z) = (x, y) be the projections of X × Y × Z.
f ◦ e = ∃pi02Tπ12(f) ∧ Tπ01(e)
• Inversion of T -valued relations is defined as follows. Let e ∈ T (X × Y )
and let σ(x, y) = (y, x).
e−1 = Tσ(e)
The objects of B[T ] are pairs (X, e) where e ∈ T (X ×X) is a partial equiv-
alence relation, i.e. a symmetric and transitive relation. Using the operators
above, this means:
e−1 ≤ e e ◦ e ≤ e
A morphism (X, e)→ (Y, e′) is a functional relation f ∈ T (X×Y ), which means
f ≤ T ((x, y) 7→ (x, x))(e) and:
e′ ◦ f = f ◦ e = f e ≤ f−1 ◦ f f ◦ f−1 ≤ e′
The ◦-operator for T -valued relations functions as composition of functional
relations. The identity morphism of (X, e) is just e itself.
Lemma 51. For each object X of B, let ∇X = (X, ∃δX (⊤)) where δX : X →
X×X is the diagonal; for each f : X → Y in B, ∇f = ∃(idX ,f)(⊤). This makes
∇ a finite product preserving functor B → B[T ].
Proof. See van Oosten [17, section 2.4].
5.2. Resolvency
This subsection characterizes functors F : B → E which are equivalent to
∇ : B → B[T ] if E is well powered. The resolvency of a functor dependent on F
plays a crucial role.
Definition 52. Let D : B → E be a finite product preserving functor and define
the category E
֌
D as follows. The objects are monomorphisms m : X → DY .
Let m′ : X ′ → DY ′ be another object, then a morphism m→ m′ is a pair (f, g)
where f : X → X ′ of E , g : Y → Y ′ of B and Dg ◦m = m′ ◦ f .
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In this case E
֌
D is just a subcategory if the comma category E ↓ D (in
contrast to D
։
E from the proof of lemma 16). It comes with two projections
Π0 : E
֌
D → E and Π1 : E
֌
D → B. For a tripos T resolvency comes into play
for one of these projections.
Lemma 53. If T is a tripos, then the projection Π0 : B[T ]
֌
∇ → B[T ] is
resolvent.
Proof. Let (X, e) be an object of B[T ]. Define Σ(e) ∈ T (πX) as follows:
Σ(e)(ξ) = ∃x∈X∀y∈Y ǫX(ξ, y)↔ e(x, y)
Let Σ(X, e) = (πX, ∃δX (Σ(e))). This way, ∃δX (Σ(e)) defines a monomorphism
Σ(X, e)→ ∇X and ǫX defines a morphism Σ(X, e)→ (X, e).
Let m : (Y, e′) → ∇Z be some monomorphism and let f : (Y, e′) → (X, e).
The relation f ◦ m−1 equals T (g × idX)(ǫX) for some g : Z → πX by the
definition of triposes. Now ∇g ◦ m factors (uniquely) through the inclusion
Σ(X, e)→ ∇πX . Furthermore, ǫX ◦∇g ◦m = f . Therefore the monomorphism
Σ(X, e)→ ∇πX is a resolution of (X, e). By further generalization Π0 : (B[T ]
֌
∇)→ B[T ] is resolvent.
Remark 54. This lemma is another way of saying that every object (X, eX) in
B[T ] is isomorphic to a weakly complete object (X ′, eX′). A weakly complete
object has the property that every functional relation f : (Y, eY ) → (X
′, eX′)
satisfies eY ≤ T (id×g)(f) for some g : Y → X
′. Tripos theory uses this property
to explain why certain morphisms of triposes induce left exact functors between
the represented toposes [6, 8, 15, 17].
In a well powered finitely complete category E every object X has a set SX
of monomorphism such that for every monomorphism m : Y → X there is a
monomorphism m′ : Y ′ → X in SX and an isomorphism f : Y → Y
′ such that
m = m′ ◦ f . If E is well powered, then there is a functor Sub : Eop → Set
which assigns a poset of subobjects to each object X of E ; for each morphism
f : X → Y pullbacks of monomorphisms along f determine the map Sub(f) :
Sub(Y )→ Sub(X).
Any product preserving functor D : B → E induces a presheaf Sub(D−) on
B which satisfies part of the properties of a tripos trivially. The poset Sub(DX)
is a Heyting algebra, for each morphism f : X → Y of B, Df−1 : Sub(DY ) →
Sub(DX) is a morphism of Heyting algebras which has both adjoints. These ad-
joints satisfy Beck-Chevalley over the pullback squares that D preserves, which
mean that the adjoint are stable under products. The resolvency condition
proved in lemma insures that Sub(D−) also has generic predicates.
Lemma 55. Let E be a well powered topos, let D : B → E be product preserving
and let Π0 : E
֌
D → E be resolvent, then Sub(D−) is a tripos.
Proof. Let t : 1 → Ω be the subobject classifier of E . For each X of B, ΩDX
has a resolution, which is a monomorphism m : X0 → DπX together with a
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morphism e : X0 → DX . Because Ω
DX is injective, e factors through m in a
new map c : DπX → ΩX which necessarily determines an new resolution.
There is a morphism D(πX ×X) → ΩDX ×DX → Ω defined by (x, y) 7→
c(x)(y). Let ǫX be the set of all pullbacks of t : 1→ Ω along this morphism.
Each monomorphism m : Z → D(Y ×X) is the pullback of t : 1→ Ω along
some f : D(X × Y )→ Ω. The transpose f t : DY → ΩDX of f factors through
c : DπX → ΩDX , giving f0 : Y → πX in B such that c ◦ Df0 = f . The
subobject generated by m is the inverse image of ǫX along Df0. Hence ǫX is a
generic predicate and Sub(D−) is a tripos by generalization.
The following notions of isomorphism turn triposes over B and finite product
preserving functors B → E into two groupoids. The mapping D 7→ Sub(D−) is
an equivalence of these groupoids.
Definition 56. Let T, U : Bop → Set be triposes. An isomorphism of triposes
T → U is a natural isomorphism µ : T → U such that µX : TX → UX preserves
finitary joins. Triposes and isomorphisms of triposes together form the groupoid
of triposes over B.
Let E and E ′ be toposes and let D : B → E and D′ : B → E ′ be finite product
preserving functors. In this case an isomorphism D → D′ is an equivalence of
categories F : E → E ′ together with a natural isomorphism φ : FD → D′.
Theorem 57. The groupoids of triposes over B is equivalent to the groupoid of
finite product preserving functors D : B → E to toposes, for which Π0 : E/D → E
is resolvent.
Proof. There is a canonical a natural isomorphism T → Sub(∇−) for each
tripos T [6]. The rest of this proof determines a isomorphism from ∇ : B →
B[Sub(D−)] to D.
Let F : B[Sub(D−)] → E map (X, e ∈ Sub(D(X × X))) to the quotient
object of the partial equivalence relation e on DX ; each functional relation
f : (X, e) → (Y, e′) induces a unique morphism Ff : F (X, e) → F (Y, e′).
Then F is a fully faithful functor because each morphism F (X, e) → F (Y, e′)
determines a unique functional relation (X, e) → (Y, e′). Resolvency implies
that every object X in E is a subquotient of some DY . Therefore the functor is
also essentially surjective on objects and therefore an equivalence of categories.
Finally, for each object X of B, F∇X is the quotient of DX by equality and
therefore isomorphic to DX . For f : X → Y in B, the functional relation ∇f
is the graph of Df . This induces a morphism F∇X → F∇Y which commutes
with Df and the isomorphisms. Hence ∇ and D are isomorphic.
5.3. Conclusion
For each tripos T : Bop → Set let Asm(T ) be the full subcategory of B[T ]
on objects that have a monomorphism to ∇X for some object X of B. This
too is the full image of Π0 : B[T ]
֌
∇ → B[T ]. It is a regular category because
it is closed under finite products and arbitrary subobjects, which include all
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equalizers and images. The embedding Asm(T )→ B[T ] is resolvent, because Π0
is and because the factorization of Π0 through Asm(T ) is surjective on objects.
It is easy to see that B[T ] ∼= Asm(T )ex/reg, using the fact that J : Asm(T )→
Asm(T )ex/reg is the regular completion to get a functor Asm(T )ex/reg → B[T ]
and using the fact that the inclusion Asm(T ) → B[T ] is resolvent to find its
inverse B[T ]→ Asm(T )ex/reg. Hence Asm(T ) is weakly locally Cartesian closed
and has a generic monomorphism.
In the case of the effective tripos E : Setop → Set, Eff is Set[E] and Asm(E)
is (equivalent to) the ordinary category of assemblies Asm. This solves the
mystery at the start of this paper: if E is exact then finitely continuous functors
Asm→ E have left Kan extensions along the inclusion Asm→ Eff.
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